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A B S T R A C T

Radioactive laboratories designed to handle toxic substances

suoh as plutoniua are required to have "once through" ventilation scheme.

This is an expensive proposition particularly when conditioned air is

required. A recent approach is to have xecirculatory system with exhausted

air passing through absolute (KaPA) filters. Thin scheme not only

drastically reduces capital costs but also substantially cute down

maintenance and running oosts. Experiments employing aerosol clearance

techniques were conducted to specifically establish that thie new scheme

meets all the health physics safety stipulations laid down for suoh

installations* It is shown that the "once through" system iu three times

more expensive compared to the recirculation system adopted in Purnina

Laboratories. Farther a saving of 70$ is also achieved in running and

operating oosts. Therefore the new approach de.'ierves serious consideration

in future planning of similar projects. This, particularly ir. vietf of th»

fact that the considerable savingB achievable both in terms of money and

energy are without in any way compromising on safety*



RECIRCULATING VENTILATION SYSTEM FOR
RADIOACTIVE LABORATORIES

by

P. Kotrappa, K. Chandramoleshwar, B. L. Bhargava,
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1« Introduction

Active Laboratories built to handle toxic radioactive substances,

apart froa beinp suitably equipped for the purpose, need specially designed

ventilation systems. There were t*o basic prerequisites which characterise

euch systems. One of them is to have high efficiency particulate filters

to trap the particulate activity in the exhausted air stream and prevent

its release into the atmosphere after being discharged through the stack.

The other is to ensure a minimum of ten air changes in the working areas

so that any accidentally released airbone activity is promptly and quickly

reduced* The standard accepted norm so far in such laboratories is to

employ the "once through" ventilation scheme. This is an expensive

proposition when conditioned air is required and desired, which invariably

is the case* One of the new approaches is to recirculate the laboratory

air through absolute filters to produce the desired ventilation rate in the

laboratory.

In the design of such a ventilation system, the portions of the

laboratory likely to cause activity releases on a continuous basis such as

glove boxes and fume hoods should be exhausted by means of a once through

system, whereas the working areas not facing the continuous releases

oan be put on a reoirculating system through absolute filters. Laboratories

nay contain only glove boxes, glove boxes and fume hoods, or only fuse

hood** Economies achievable by the recirculating system will be greatest

.for the laboratories containing only glove boxes and least for laboratories
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oontaining only fume* hoods. In this report the ventilation system of Purnima

Laboratories, where such a system has been installed for the first time has

been taken up as a case study. The ventilation scheme is described and results

obtained of an experimental evalu. tion by aerosols clearance technique is

presented* The comparative costs and savings achievable are pointed out and

conclusions based on this study are finally given* The new approach deserves

attention by projects where such ventilation systems are contemplated because

of considerable savings possible without compromising on safety*

2. Description of the ventilation system

Salient features of the system are given in Figs. 1 to 3. The system

consists of two parts» (i) The ventilation of the working areas with a

circulation arrangement through high efficiency absolute filters. This system

is designed to provide two (adjustable) air changes by fresh air and more than

ten air changes by the recirculated air. (ii) The exhaust of the glove boxes

and fuel storage area is once through, and is taken to stack through high

efficiency filters.

The procedure in the event of an emergency when activity release is

likely to occur in the working areas is to switch off the recirculation system

and switch on the standby exhaust fan to augment the other exhaust fan of the

glove box .after opening the "once through" exhaust grills.
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ln the nornu,l ooiuan nearly b2GO Chili of the ventilation air i s

r<:uii-cul(ilud and .-(bout JUH) U..ii in iilli....^ once through. The oyr;tera ensures

liefcttr th;m 1o a i r cli-i.^'/ii i-"-'1 hinu In the -.orking urcuii und nuffici*>nt

in{,.'ili.w<.> iutT!iiuret; in clove box>?;: .Jt:u fu<jl Htcxape area, meetin,-. the

j-i-cJ1uij-«!iic»rt,is of health jihyaiCB. Hiithfo.- de ta i l s of the B^atom i s j;ivftn in

A;.>]endix A,

5* KvaluatAcn of the »y!'t"T to ncroool clefarancg a

A larfr* ioebuliser <*36if.ned nn^ fabricated in Health Physics THvinior

of BAT.C v?«e used for generating tho aorrooli) of fluoroscein. Thia n"buli.rspr

hea the following churacteristioas (l) mana output •= 14 B|?/min, when 2.J

ammoniacal solution of fluoxoscein la up»d, (ii) operatinc Pressure •= >O pui,

(iii) aerosol flow rate - 3^ litres per minute (iv) neao median diemstor of

aerosol particles » 0.8 urn (v) ths geometric standard deviation = 2.0. .'>UP>I

a nebuliser produces aerosol that can renain stable that is continue to be

suspended in the atmosphere without settling on the floor for long periods

of time.

Tbe aupply and exhaust fans of the laboratory «&r& switched off a

the aerosol generator operated at the middle of the roo» at a height of

2 metres above the floor level for a period of about half an hour. Aerosol

was allowed to spread uniformly in the room. A one minute air sample .vus

.taken using a high volume air aanpler on a suitable filter paper after

stopping the aerosol generator* This sample provided the initial concentration

of aerosols in the room. The aupply and ftxhmist were started and further

saapl^fl were taken at different tiaee for fixed intervals to cistern! n? tV">

concentration of aerosol as a funotion of ticm. It een be ahown2 that th<-
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concentration at any time tt after start up of ventilation is given by the

following equations!

-vt
C - a e — ( 1 )

where a is constant, C is the concentration of aerosol at any time 't', v is

the ventilation rate in number per hour, t is the time in hrs after the

etart up of the ventilation.

Above equation holds good provided thero is no further supply of

aerosols after the start up of the ventilation, Recirculation of air through

absolute filters ensure* that this condition was valid. A set of five

experiments were carried out by determining the concentration at various

times at a fixed location (middle of the room, 2 metres above floor). The

concentration of aerosols in room air was plotted against time on a semilog

graph paper. Computer fitted least square lines were drawn through the

data pointB as shown in Figure 4. Table I gives the results obtained.

Expt.
No.

1

2

5

4*
•

5

T

a

0.95

1.15

1.10

0.72

0.74

a b l e - I

Kesults

V

12.4

12.0

15.5

14.5

14.4

r

0.9659

0.9365

0.9647

0.9690

0.9503

* Not Plotted to avoid overcrowding of data points
r corresponds to the correlation coefficient.
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Following conclusions are drawn from the resultat

(i) Concentration decreases exponentially with time as predicted by equation

with a good correlation coefficient, (ii) The mean number of air changes

determined by this procedure was 15.32 + 1.09, (iii) The filtration system

performed satisfactory to remove the aerosol from the room. The experiments

yield higher ventilation rate since it was conducted in the middle of the

room where it la expeoted to be more effective whereas the design value

specified is the average fate for the entire Laboratory.

4. Economics of reciroulation system

Economios of tho reciroulation system can be evaluated in comparison

with the onoe through system* Table - 2 gives the comparative costs for the

two systems for Purnir&a laboratories. The figures quoted are based on the

coat data aa in I98O. Percent saving has been calculated by taking the ratio

of ihe coat difference to the cost of the once through system. It is thus

seen that the reciroulation system is iwieed more economical. There is a

saving of 72$ in installation costs and 70$ in ovr.jt^- costs.

It is also important to note that the absolute filters used in the

reciroulation system are not likely to become highly radioactive and they

oan be disposed off more economically. There is also a saving on safety

related efforts and expenditure, tfinoe fewer number of highly contaminated

filters have to be handled in this case.
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TABLE _ 2

Comparitive Costa of Hecirculation and

Once through gyatema

S'tio. Description

(PUHNIMA LABS)

Recirculation
A/c. System.

Once
A/c.

through
System.

1 • Tonnage

650 U? Volume considered for design) 15 TH 60 TH

2. Air - changes provided

3. Cost of Installation (using chilled
water system) but without the cost
of exhauot Air system & without
standby capacity.

12 Recirculation
3 Once through

2,70,000

Once through

«
9,60,000

6.

*#
7.

Cost of Exhaust system (with 100?6 25,000
standby capacity)

Operating Cost per annum (Energy) ?2,000

Hake up w»ter charges per annum 540

Maintenance cost, (excluding Water and
Energy charges as at item 5 & 6
above) . 15,000

1,00,000

1,05,000

1,600

50,000

8. Total capital cost (No.3 + H0.4) 2,95*000

9. Total running cost iar annum 47*540
(Ho.5 + H0.6 + M0.7)

10,60,000

1,56,800

* InoluAive of costs of absolute filters incorporated in the system.

Savings In capital costs -

Savings In running costs -

*• 0ns shift, 270 days operation per annum.
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Th«re is no significant cost difference in the filtration system

between once through and recirculating system sinoe the total number of

absolute filters needed are the same in both cases*

5* Conclusions!

From Table-2, it can be seen that there is a significant saving

both in capital cost and in the running cost* This saving has been achieved

without sacrificing any safety features of the laboratory.

It is important to note that the economics iodioated in this report

are applicable to the system analysed. Economics of the new approach for

any other laboratory should be worked out separately taking into account

the safety aspects of the respective laboratory*

A significant saving in the running cost is attributable to the

saving of energy. In the present day energy crisis which is likely to

become more aoute in the future, it is worth examining the feasibility of

such systems for future radioactive installations*
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Appendix A

Description of Ventilation

Pumima Ventilation system is designed to cater to two 9M jc 6M x 6M

High active laboratories that also house glove boxes to enable handling of

radioactive materials. There are two separate systems, one "once through"

exclusively for the glove boxes and the other, a recirculatory type fcr

working areas in the vault with arrangement that the exhausted air is 3-outed

through E2?A filters which constitutes the departure from normal

reclronlatory systems. Two filter banks (one standby) has been provided in

the return air paasag° line. Six filters are incorporated in each filter

bank (absolute filter, size 6O9 x 300 mm thick ; capacity 1700 CMH).

Necessary manual dampers are induced in the system for isolating the standby

chamber. These dampers are multi-louvered type and not of leak tight

construction. After filteration of the return air, the same passes through

common air plenum, cooling coil, booster fan etc.

3he conditioned air is supplied to the active labs through insulated

sheet metal ducting, strip heaters are provided for humidity control. The

cooling oapacity of the coil is 20 Tit. The blower capacity is 10,000 CMH.
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Provieion is made to give ? to } changes per hour of fresh air fur -his

system. Iiecirculation air changes are la the range 10-12 per hour, 'i'he

design conditions specified to be maintained inside the Lab. is 24.1"C + 1*C

in temperatare and 55 • 5$ in relative humidity*

A separate common exhaust system nea been provided for the glove

boxes, fuel storage room and emergency exhaust by providing: separate blowers

and air filteration arranpraen*. There are two blowers and two air

filteration units out of which only one set is normally working. The system

is electrically interlocked with surcply fan of the aotive labs In such a

way that in case of failure of exhaust fan, the supply fan should be

automatically stopped to avoid pressurisatlon of the laboratory. The exhaust

fun oapacity Is 1700 CMH against 179 mm W.G. static px

The syatea ie working on 24 hour basis and arrango—nt Is provided

for emergency generator power to be automatically switched on in oace of

electriolty failure. In case of any accidental activity release* fiat the

air supply system has to be stopped. Than the standby exhaust fan should

be aanually switched on to augment the other exhaust Ian whioh is slready

operating. The air from working arena of active labo would then be

exhausted «t the rate of 1200 CMH and Is sarpsetsd to provide onoe through

ventilation of fair air changes par hour, figure 1, 2 and 3 present the

sohematio of the ventilation ay stem aloncwith It* salient features.
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